Deficit in conditional visuomotor learning by local infusion of bicuculline into the ventral prefrontal cortex in monkeys.
To explore the role of the ventral prefrontal cortex (PFv) in conditional visuomotor learning, we infused locally bicuculline, a GABAergic antagonist, into the PFv of two monkeys, well trained on a two-problem visuomotor task. The task required the monkeys to execute one of two motor actions (moving a handle to the left or to the right) in response to one of two familiar visual patterns (circle or triangle). The two patterns mapped 1:1 onto the two motor actions: for each pattern one and only one motor action was scored, correct and reinforced. In contrast to these sessions with familiar patterns, in the learning sessions the monkeys were presented with one or two novel patterns and required to learn the arbitrarily determined associations between these patterns and the two motor actions. We found that bilateral infusion of bicuculline into PFv dramatically impaired the monkeys' ability to learn novel pattern-response associations: the trials and errors to criterion (90% correct) increased significantly. The errors were mainly an inability to apply 'Win-Stay', 'Lose-Shift' and 'Change-Shift' strategies. There was no effect on the monkeys' performance in responding to familiar patterns. Similar infusion of bicuculline into the dorsal prefrontal cortex was without effect on either novel-pattern learning or familiar-pattern performance. We conclude that the ventral prefrontal cortex is necessary for learning new visuomotor associations, but has less importance, if any, for performing pre-established ones.